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Deadhouse Landing G K Hall &
Company
Konowa Swift Dragon was once
commander of the Iron Elves,
the legendary Elven regiment
of the human army of the
Calahrian Empire. Now
recalled from exile and
disgrace, he is second-in-
command of the reconstituted

regiment -- a motley band of
misfits who are elves in name
alone. Konowa's destiny is to
stand against the looming
threat of the Shadow Monarch,
whose destructive ambitions
have called down an alien
power from the stars and
riven the land with all
manner of ancient evils. The
same Shadow Monarch whose
tainted mark he bears... His
quest leads Konowa deep into
the desert wastes: the
burning lands to which the
original Iron Elves were
banished. There he and his
current companions must face

trials beyond their imagining,
to learn how to defeat the
Shadow Monarch for all time.
Deadhouse Gates Macmillan
Following the death of Imperial Guard turncoat
Carnor Jax at the hand of the last Guard, Kir
Kanos, the Galactic Empire suddenly finds itself
devoid of a leader, and an Interim Council is
assembled to rule the Empire until a new Emperor
can be selected. But when Council members
become targets for assassination, Kanos becomes
the prime suspect and again stands at the center of
a storm! *
The Jhistal Tor Books
A third volume of the fantasy epic that began
with Gardens of the Moon finds the uneasy
alliance between Onearm's army and
Whiskeyjack's Bridgeburners against the
Pannion Domin empire further challenged
by rumors that the Crippled God has escaped
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and is out for revenge. Reprint.
The Crimson Sword Tor Books
This followup to Ian C. Esslemont's Blood
and Bone is sure to delight Malazan fans.
Tens of thousands of years of ice is melting,
and the land of Assail, long a byword for
menace and inaccessibility, is at last
yielding its secrets. Tales of gold discovered
in the region's north circulate in every
waterfront dive and sailor's tavern, and
now countless adventurers and fortune-
seekers have set sail in search of riches. All
these adventurers have to guide them are
legends and garbled tales of the dangers
that lie in wait -- hostile coasts, fields of ice,
impassable barriers and strange, terrifying
creatures. But all accounts concur that the
people of the north meet all trespassers with
the sword. And beyond are rumoured to
lurk Elder monsters out of history's very
beginnings. Into this turmoil ventures the
mercenary company, the Crimson Guard.
Not drawn by contract, but by the promise
of answers: answers to mysteries that
Shimmer, second in command, wonders
should even be sought. Arriving also, part
of an uneasy alliance of Malazan fortune-
hunters and Letherii soldiery, comes the

bard Fisher kel Tath. And with him is a
Tiste Andii who was found washed ashore
and cannot remember his past life, yet who
commands far more power than he really
should. Also venturing north is said to be a
mighty champion, a man who once fought
for the Malazans, the bearer of a sword that
slays gods: Whiteblade. And lastly, far to the
south, a woman guards the shore awaiting
both her allies and her enemies. Silverfox,
newly incarnated Summoner of the undying
army of the T'lan Imass, will do anything to
stop the renewal of an ages-old crusade that
could lay waste to the entire continent and
beyond. Casting light on mysteries spanning
the Malazan empire, and offering a glimpse
of the storied and epic history that shaped it,
"Assail" is the final chapter in the epic story
of the Empire of Malaz. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Blood Follows Macmillan
The war with the Wasp Empire has ended
in a bitter stalemate, and Collegium has
nothing to show for it but wounded
veterans. Cheerwell Maker finds herself
crippled in ways no doctor can mend,

haunted by ghosts of the past that she
cannot appease, seeking for meaning in a
city that no longer seems like home. The
Empress Seda is regaining control over
those imperial cities who refused to bow
the knee to her, but she draws her power
from something more sinister than mere
armies and war machines. Only her
consort, the former spymaster Thalric,
knows the truth, and now the assassins are
coming and he finds his life and his
loyalties under threat yet again. Out past
the desert of the Nem the ancient city of
Khanaphes awaits them both, with a
terrible secret entombed beneath its
stones...
Midnight Tides Tor Books
All ten volumes of New York Times bestselling
author Steven Erikson’s epic fantasy series
featuring vast legions of gods, mages,
humans, and dragons battling for destiny of
the Malazan Empire are collected together in
one e-Book bundle. In this epic fantasy series,
Erikson draws on his twenty years of
experience as an anthropologist and
archaeologist, as well as his expert
storytelling skills. The Complete Malazan
Book of the Fallen includes: Gardens of the
Moon Deadhouse Gates Memories of Ice
House of Chains Midnight Tides The
Bonehunters Reaper's Gale Toll the Hounds
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Dust of Dreams The Crippled God At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Star Wars: Crimson Empire - Council of
Blood Random House
The Sixth Book of the epic Malazan
Book of the Fallen from bestselling
author Steven Erikson. In The
Bonehunters, in the ever decimating
Malazan Empire, a war is brewing
between mortal and immortals, gods
and mages, that will decide once and
for all who shall exist and who shall
perish. The Seven Cities Rebellion has
been crushed. Sha'ik is dead. One last
rebel force remains, holed up in the city
of Y'Ghatan and under the fanatical
command of Leoman of the Flails. The
prospect of laying siege to this ancient
fortress makes the battle-weary Malaz
14th Army uneasy. For it was here that
the Empire's greatest champion
Dassem Ultor was slain and a tide of
Malazan blood spilled. A place of
foreboding, its smell is of death. But
elsewhere, agents of a far greater
conflict have made their opening

moves. The Crippled God has been
granted a place in the pantheon, a
schism threatens and sides must be
chosen. Whatever each god decides,
the ground-rules have changed,
irrevocably, terrifyingly and the first
blood spilled will be in the mortal world.
A world in which a host of characters,
familiar and new, including Heboric
Ghost Hands, the possessed Apsalar,
Cutter, once a thief now a killer, the
warrior Karsa Orlong and the two
ancient wanderers Icarium and
Mappo--each searching for such a fate
as they might fashion with their own
hands, guided by their own will. If only
the gods would leave them alone. But
now that knives have been unsheathed,
the gods are disinclined to be kind.
There shall be war, war in the heavens.
And, the prize? Nothing less than
existence itself... Here is the stunning
new chapter in Steven Erikson
magnificent Malazan Book of the
Fallen--hailed as an epic of the
imagination and acknowledged as a
fantasy classic in the making. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being

sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
House of Chains Tor Books
There is turmoil in the Wastelands as
the exiled Malazan army marches
against an unseen enemy, the White
Face clan faces rebellion in the south,
the Perish Grey Helms encounter the
Bonehunters, and members of the
Elder Race seek help from humans.
Reprint.
Reaper's Gale Tor Books
Return of the Crimson GuardRandom
House
Stonewielder Random House
The return of the mercenary company
the Crimson Guard could not have
come at a worse time for the Malazan
Empire. Driven by constant warfare,
weakened by betrayal and rivalries,
many see the grip of Empress Laseen
beginning to weaken as conquered
kingdoms and principalities test their
old independence. Into this gathering
civil war on Quon Tali, the Empire's
homeland comes the Guard. And with
their return comes the memory of their
hundred-year-old vow - undying
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opposition to the existence of the
Empire. Yet rivalries and betrayals stalk
the Guard as well; elements of its elite,
the Avowed, scheme to open paths to
even greater power, and ancient potent
entities, Ascendants, also lend a hand
exploiting all sides to further their own
arcane ends. Meanwhile, a swordsman,
Traveller, and his companion Ereko,
move from one strange encounter to
another in a mysterious dance meant
ultimately to bring the swordsman to a
final confrontation from which none has
ever returned. As the Crimson Guard
gathers from around the globe,
Empress Laseen faces a more
immediate threat from the generals and
old commanders of her predecessor,
Emperor Kellanved, who have lost
patience with what they see as
Laseen's mismanagement. Yet there
are hints that Laseen may be using the
uprisings to draw out and finally
eliminate these last irksome survivors of
her predecessor's rule.
Return of the Crimson Guard Random
House
With a militia of nobles, templars, and

slaves, Rikus, the man-dwarf gladiator who
sparked the rebellion that plunged the Free
City into chaos, must save the city of Tyr
from the armies of Urik, the sorcerer-king,
in the sequel to The Verdant Passage.
Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
The First Book of Moses, Called
Genesis Tor Books
A Thaumaturg expedition to tame the
jungle wilderness of the Himatan prompts
young Saeng and her brother on a
desperate mission to reclaim a forgotten
past heritage under the rule of an ancient
and powerful goddess.
Dancer's Lament Macmillan
This discounted ebundle includes: Night of
Knives, Return of the Crimson Guard,
Stonewielder, Orb Sceptre Throne, Blood
and Bone, Assail An epic adventure in the
extraordinarily imagined world of Malaz!
Ian C. Esslemont co-created the world of
Malaz with his friend Steven Erikson, and
Esslemont’s Novels of the Malazan
Empire are set in the same world as
Erikson’s Malazan Book of the Fallen.
Night of Knives On the highly prophesized
night of the Shadow Moon, the various
sects of the shore city prepare for what
they fear could be a collision of ancient
worlds and demons. Return of the

Crimson Guard The return of the
mercenary company, the Crimson Guard,
could not have come at a worse time for a
Malazan Empire exhausted by warfare and
weakened by betrayals and rivalries. There
are those who wonder whether the
Empress Laseen might not be losing her
grip on power... Stonewielder Greymane
believed he'd outrun his past. With his
school for swordsmanship in Falar, he was
looking forward to a quiet life, despite his
colleague Kyle's misgivings. However, it
seems it is not so easy for an ex-Fist of the
Malazan Empire to disappear, especially
one under sentence of death. Orb Sceptre
Throne Darujhistan, city of dreams, city of
blue flames, is peaceful at last; its citizens
are free to return to politicking, bickering,
trading, and enjoying the good things in
life. Yet there are those who will not allow
the past to remain buried... Blood and
Bone On the continent of Jacuruku, the
Thaumaturgs have mounted yet another
expedition to tame the neighboring wild
jungle. Yet this is no normal wilderness. It
is called Himatan, and it is said to be half
of the spirit realm and half of the earth.
Assail Tens of thousands of years of ice is
melting, and the land of Assail, long a
byword for menace and inaccessibility, is
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at last yielding its secrets. Countless
adventurers and fortune-seekers have set
sail in search of riches... Other Tor books
by Ian C. Esslemont Path to Ascendancy
Dancer’s Lament Deadhouse Landing
Other books in the world of Malaz by
Steven Erikson Malazan Book of the Fallen
Gardens of the Moon Deadhouse Gates
Memories of Ice House of Chains Midnight
Tides The Bonehunters Reaper’s Gale
Toll the Hounds Dust of Dreams The
Crippled God The Kharkanas Trilogy Forge
of Darkness Fall of Light Walk in Shadow*
At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Return of the Crimson Guard Tor
Books
From the pen of million copy seller Ian
C Esslemont comes this breath-taking,
thrilling and captivating epic fantasy - a
must read for fans of Steven Erikson,
David Gemmell and Brandon
Sanderson. "Everything you expect of a
Malazan story, being both epic and
relevant... nail-biting and anything but
obvious" - SFFWORLD "The Malazan
franchise is fighting fit in the hands of
its co-creator" - SFX "A true Malazan

tale to sink your teeth into" -- *****
Reader review "Fast paced, truly
involving, with characters who are not
just realistic but who also seem to draw
out the reader's empathy." -- *****
Reader review "Complex and engaging"
-- ***** Reader review ********************
*********************************************
************* The return of the Crimson
Guard could not have come at a worse
time for an empire exhausted by
warfare and weakened by betrayals and
rivalries. Into the seething cauldron of
Quon Tali - the Malazan Empire's
heartland - they march, and with their
return comes the memory of their vow:
undying opposition to the Empire. Yet,
elements within the Guard's élite, the
Avowed, have set their sights on far
greater power. As the Guard prepare to
wage war, the Empress Laseen's
generals and mages grow impatient at
what they perceive as her
mismanagement of the Empire. Is she
losing her grip on power or has she
outwitted them all? Could she be using
the uprisings to draw out and finally
eliminate the last irksome survivors

from the days of Kellanved, her
illustrious predecessor? The Malazan
Empire series continues in
Stonewielder...
Fall of Light Macmillan
In Kurald Galain, commoner hero Vatha
Urusander aspires to take the hand of the
reigning Mother Dark, but since she has
already taken Lord Draconus as consort, the
threat of civil war rises, all while an ancient
power rises from the sea.
The Bonehunters Return of the
Crimson Guard
Vast legions of gods, mages, humans,
dragons and all manner of creatures
play out the fate of the Malazan Empire
in this first book in a major epic fantasy
series The Malazan Empire simmers
with discontent, bled dry by
interminable warfare, bitter infighting
and bloody confrontations with the
formidable Anomander Rake and his
Tiste Andii, ancient and implacable
sorcerers. Even the imperial legions,
long inured to the bloodshed, yearn for
some respite. Yet Empress Laseen's
rule remains absolute, enforced by her
dread Claw assassins. For Sergeant
Whiskeyjack and his squad of
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Bridgeburners, and for Tattersail,
surviving cadre mage of the Second
Legion, the aftermath of the siege of
Pale should have been a time to mourn
the many dead. But Darujhistan, last of
the Free Cities of Genabackis, yet holds
out. It is to this ancient citadel that
Laseen turns her predatory gaze.
However, it would appear that the
Empire is not alone in this great game.
Sinister, shadowbound forces are
gathering as the gods themselves
prepare to play their hand... Conceived
and written on a panoramic scale,
Gardens of the Moon is epic fantasy of
the highest order--an enthralling
adventure by an outstanding new voice.
At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Malazan Empire Series Titan
Books (UK)
Epic and involving, Return of the
Crimson Guard is an enthralling new
chapter in the tumultuous history of the
Malazan Empire from fantasy author
Ian C. Esslemont The return of the
mercenary company, the Crimson

Guard, could not have come at a worse
time for a Malazan Empire exhausted
by warfare and weakened by betrayals
and rivalries. Indeed, there are those
who wonder whether the Empress
Laseen might not be losing her grip on
power as she faces increasing unrest
as conquered kingdoms and
principalities sense freedom once more.
Into the seething cauldron of Quon
Tali--the Empire's heartland--marches
the Guard. With their return comes the
memory of the Empire--and yet all is not
well with the Guard itself. Elements
within its elite, the Avowed, have set
their sights on far greater power. There
are ancient entities who also seek to
further their own arcane ends. And what
of the swordsman called Traveller who,
with his companion Ereko, has gone in
search of a confrontation from which
none have ever returned? As the Guard
prepares to wage war, so Laseen's own
generals and mages, the 'Old Hands',
grow impatient at what they see as her
mismanagement of the Empire. But
could Laseen have outwitted them all?
Could she be using the uprisings to

draw out and finally eliminate these last
irksome survivors from the days of her
illustrious predecesor, Kellanved? At
the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Blood and Bone Tor Books
Drawing on events touched on in the
prologue of Steven Erikson's landmark
fantasy Gardens of the Moon: A Malazan
Book of the Fallen, Night of Knives is the
first in Ian C. Esslemont's Novels of the
Malazn Empire series--a momentous
chapter in the unfolding story of the
extraordinarily imagined world of Malaz.
The small island of Malaz and its city gave
the great empire its name, but now it is
little more than a sleepy, backwater port.
Tonight, however, things are different.
Tonight the city is on edge, a hive of
hurried, sometimes violent activity; its
citizens bustle about, barring doors,
shuttering windows, avoiding any
stranger's stare. Because tonight there is
to be a convergence, the once-in-a-
generation appearance of a Shadow
Moon--an occasion that threatens the
good people of Malaz with demon hounds
and other, darker things... It was also
prophesied that this night would witness
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the return of Emperor Kellanved, and there
are those prepared to do anything to
prevent this happening. As factions within
the greater Empire draw up battle lines
over the imperial throne, the Shadow Moon
summons a far more ancient and potent
presence for an all-out assault upon the
island. Witnessing these cataclysmic
events are Kiska, a young girl who yearns
to flee the constraints of the city, and
Temper, a grizzled, battle-weary veteran
who seeks simply to escape his past. Each
is to play a part in a conflict that will not
only determine the fate of Malaz City, but
also of the world beyond... At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Wizards of the Coast
All is not well in Lamentable Moll. A
sinister, diabolical killer stalks the port
city's narrow, barrow-humped streets,
and panic grips the citizens like a fever.
Emancipor Reese is no exception, and
indeed, with his legendary ill luck, it's
worse for him than for most. Not only
was his previous employer the
unknown killer's latest victim, but
Emancipor is out of work. And, with his

dearest wife terminally comfortable with
the manner of life to which she asserts
she has become accustomed (or at
least to which she aspires) -- for her
and their two whelps -- all other terrors
grow limp and pale for poor Emancipor.
But perhaps his luck has finally
changed, for two strangers have come
to Lamentable Moll... and they have
nailed to the centre post in
Fishmonger's Round a note requesting
the services of a manservant. This is
surely a remarkable opportunity for the
hapless Emancipor Reese... no matter
that the note reeks with death-warded
magic; no matter that the barrow ghosts
themselves howl with fear every night;
and certainly no matter that Lamentable
Moll itself is about to erupt in a frenzy of
terror-inspired anarchy.... Skyhorse
Publishing, under our Night Shade and
Talos imprints, is proud to publish a
broad range of titles for readers
interested in science fiction (space
opera, time travel, hard SF, alien
invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy
(grimdark, sword and sorcery,
contemporary urban fantasy,

steampunk, alternative history), and
horror (zombies, vampires, and the
occult and supernatural), and much
more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller,
a national bestseller, or a Hugo or
Nebula award-winner, we are
committed to publishing quality books
from a diverse group of authors.
The Crimson Legion Macmillan
The Age of Man has begun. The
"undesirable" creatures of legend have
been driven from their lands, magic has
been forsaken, the old gods reduced to
myth.Now humans will rule the kingdoms
of the island continent of Pentania. But
they are not alone. Alson's king has been
assassinated, its capital besieged by a
malevolent wizard. The chaos and terror
now sweeping the land have come to the
remote village of Diln -- sending young
Jarom far from his home to seek aid
against the nefarious usurper. But a
mysterious council has decreed Jarom
must find one of the mythical Swords of
Asahiel -- the divine talismans the elven
avatars used to forge the earth -- in order
to save a quarrelsome, fledgling humanity.
For a Demon Queen has awakened from
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the abyss -- and humankind is about to
discover its powerlessness in the face of
the ancient terrors of the world.
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